In quantum information theory, there is superadditivity in capacity of a quantum channel as special property. We showed the calculating method of mutual information analytically for binary linear codes by using Square-root measurement as decoding process. Therefore, many examples of codes which shows existence of superadditivity in capacity have been given. But the scope of method was not clarified. In the present paper, we show the method can be applied to any binary linear codes. Moreover, we show quantum channel capacity is almost attained in finite codeword length by using approximation to simplex code.
In quantum information theory, there is superadditity in capacity of a quantum channel when Shannon (classical) information is transmitted over a quantum channel. Existence of superadditivity is special property in a quantum channel, so it has not been in a classical channel. Recently, clear examples of strict superadditivity for binary pure-state signals with finite codeword length were demonstrated. However, to calculate mutual information with large number of codewords is very difficult because of computational cost. We have shown the analytical solution of mutual information when we use classical linear codes for coding scheme and use square-root measurement as decoding scheme. Therefore, many examples of codes which shows superadditivity in capacity have been given. But the scope of the method has not been clarified.
In the present paper, we show the method can be applied to any binary linear codes. Moreover, we show quantum channel capacity is almost attained in finite codeword length by using approximation to simplex code.
We assume a priori probabilities of all codewords are equal. By using group covariancy of linear codes, we obtained the analytical expression of mutual information as
where n is codeword length, Γ 2 k is the Gram matrix, 2 k is the number of codewords, wH(i) denotes the Hamming weight of i in binary notation, and j · k (k · l) means "AND" operation for each bit when j(k ) and k (l) are represented as binary numbers of n-digits.
Proposition : Eqs.(1) and (2) can be applicable to any binary linear code.
By using the above formula, we can compute mutual information with large number of codewords (up to about 1,000,000 codewords). Fig. 1 shows that mutual information per letter In(X; Y )/n and a quantity AF of simplex code and primitive BCH codes of codeword length 15 and 31. Here, AF is defined as
which represents how much is superadditivity achieved to C.
e., the quantum channel capacity is achieved. We also define the maximum value of AF with respect to κ : AFmax = maxκ AF and show the property of it for simplex codes (Fig. 2) . From Fig. 2 the quantum channel capacity C is almost achieved by simplex codes.
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: Fig. 1 . The ratios of mutual information per letter for the code which is constructed by generator polynomial G(x) = x 2 + 1 to the channel capacity without coding C1 as functions of κ. 
